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It is a pleasure to be here at your .: annual luncheon to discuss with you some .of the major health legislation we will b~ considering in the 94th Congress. 
When your President, ·Rufus Broadaway, invited me .to join you to speak on any subject of my choice •. f . immediately: looked at the title of your organization and -- being a q1,1ali.fied expert on ne.ither "Florida" nor "action," since I come from a Congress which is better ;known for jJ$t the· opposite -- decided it would be appropriate to talk about either "medicine" or "politics.:• 

: '=: 

LACK OF DISTINCTION 
As many of you are :aware, I have rather recently gained a lot of experience in both areas. And although I maintained to Kansas voters throughout my campaign that doctors and politicians should remain separate, I would be the first to agree now that governmental interference with your profession has accelerated to the point where medicine and politics are no longer easily distinguishable .• 
So with that in mind, I would like to examine what is happening in the health care field in Washington, 'and per-haps suggeSt to you ways in which you should play a part in. the dev'elopment of new initiatives. For your org'anilation -- both on the State and. Nationirl 1eve1s -- has made an effective contribution to the legislative process in the. past, and must continue ·to increase that activity in the inmediate future. · ' 

PRESSURE ·FOR HEAL TH PROGRAt1S · · 
The principal reason for this is that pressures have mounted in recent years for the Federal Government to bring about substantial changes in our health care system -- particularly in the area of financinq. These have grown out of the conce,rn that many of our citizens are unable to obtain adequate medical care either because they have 'inadequate resources. 
or because they live in underserved areas. 
At the same time. we have been faced with the rapid _s.piral . in health care prices and the concinutabt increase in Federal outlays in this area. Accordingly, there has been a movement in Congress to further contra l the tota 1 hea 1th picture -- with the result that unJes~ you do respond forcefully, satisfaction of both you and your patients' interests may no longer be a matter of professional discretion and individual desire. 

PSRO CONCERN 
~Je witnessed a good example of this trend with enactment 1ri 1972 of the Professfon.::J Standards Review Organization Law -- a new concept billed as a partial solution to the dual problems of rising costs and medically inappropriate services ~ing • . . rendered under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Of course. Federal superv 1 ~ 1 ont was intended t? be simply oversight in natur~ -: assuring on1Y t~at actua~~ ~~00~~l · pro forma, reviews would b(! conduc.ted by phy:tic1ans th.c:.n•:>o1ve~ 1..nt:h~fl pr-o cs y developed norms. 
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\~ell, we are al 1 aware of the intense controversy surrounding the actua 1 impact of 
law itself and its implementation by HEH. Many of you, I know, are strongly 
opposed to the idea in any fonn, and others of you feel that the input required in 
tenns of both cost and time simply cannot be justified. 

REPEAL OP. REFORM? 

Since I was one of the 18 Senators who voted to strike the provision for establish-
ment of PSRO's from the original enabling legislation in late 1970, I can certainly 
appreciate both views. However, the political reality is that it is not going to 
be repealed outright and that our best chance for addressing the problems it creates 
is through constructive reform. · :-. · · 

This is the stand which your National Association has .ad9pted, and the approach 
which I took in introducing Senate. m11 ·S. '. 1472 -- a series of PSRO amendments --
just last week. I think the chances for 'a{:tion in this area are very good, and 
although I cannot predict exactly when Conqress will do so, I intend to utilize 
my position as ranking ~inority Member of the Heaith 'Subcommittee of Senate Finance 
to push for its early consideration. 

.. -PROSPECTS ·FOR· NHI . 

It is particularly important that we revise and reform the PSRO requtrements this 
year, I believe, because in all likeliho6d that : m~chanism ~111 be expanded to 
include all services under any .National f-lealth Insurance bill. While passage of 
any such 'prograin for this year ,a.ppears d-im, ·it is safe to assuine that we will 
nevertheles.s e taking a closer :look at a number of 'the associated questions. ........ . . . . . .... . . ,. . . 

- . 
The reason for the negative outlook on National Health Insurance itself -- at least 
during this session -- is that even· this ·cong·ress is reluctant to place on the 
Federal budget the substantial additfonal burden .. wh-ich such massive domest.ic 
legislation woul~ require. Mo.reover, we·· have" our"' hands fu-11 deali.ng with economic 
and energy problems, which prio-rities demand our attention far in advance of any 
attempts to resolve the q'uestion of a· new health·· spending program. 

. ~. ·. ' . 
AMA PROPOSAL 

The stage is being set for resumption of thedebate in this area, however --
especially with ~n election year. ahead -i-: ·so you mustnecessaril.v continue to think 
about your own place in .it all • . and -- about the basic plan most .favorable to your 
profession. C~rtainly your National Association has been doing thi~, _ and in fact 
on Tuesday of this week ·introduced ·its new "Comprehensive Health Care · Insurance 
Act" through Congressman Fulton of .Tennessee. · 

Although you will probably be .·provtded very ·soon wf~h fnfonnation about its new 
look -- which differs considerably from the pr.eviou's 11 Medicredit 11 ph_ilosophy -- I 
might point out .t<? you that i .t contemplate.s full health: tare for all~ furnished 
entirely through private insurance plans, with the former tax credit principle 
applying only to the self or .non-.emp,loyed. It also bufld_s-fo catastrophic coverage, 
with a maximum 20 percent coinsurance feature, and includes the all-important 
language stipulating that "the Federal government is prohibited from interfering 
with the practice of medicine." 

SOUND APPROACH 

I think the approach taken in H.R. 6222 is both reasonable and workable -- once we 
determine that the need for .a comprehensive benefit structure for all Americans 
can and must be met. An identical. bill is being introduced in the Senate by 
Senator Hansen, and I could certainly give it my support at the appropriate time. 

For the moment though, we are being faced with a decision on the more limited 
subject of health insurance benefits for the unPmployed. One such bill is already 
on the Senate calanda.r, in fact, ·and another was reporC!ed from the House Hays and 
Means Conmittee on. Tuesday of this week. 

HHI FOR JOBLESS? 
The first proposal would restrict coverage only to those who had group health 
insurance protection when they were employed -- thus applying to under one-half of 
the current jobless workers. The other, utilizing a different two-part ~rogram, 
would extend to the same segment of ·un rn l,p ed individuals. but a competing House . 
Commerce Corrrnittee proposal would in a~dft1:?n make those who had no health insurancf 
on the job temporarily eligible for benefits under Medicaid. 
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The problems inherent in all these measures -- each of which would cost between 
$1.5 - $2 billion -- have created considerable doubt as to their acceptability. 
That is, there is great difficulty in reconciling the inequities and administrative ~ 
burdens which they post, especially in the face of the argument that they are only "temporary" programs -- designed to "expire" next year. 

POLITICAL MALPRACTICE 

Well, we all know what happens with that type of label on an.v government program: 
it changes to "permanent" and stays there, with no thought whatsoever given to the 
original intent. So if we do end up passing a bill in this area -- thereby adopting 
a policy of helping the unemployed when the rate is 8 1/2%, but not when it is at 
4%, and extending health benefits only to those who had them when workinq, while 
disregarding the needs of those who have never had any health covera~e at all --
we might very well be guilty of what might be termed political "malpractice." 
Unfortunately, we do not have any .insurance to protect ourselves and our constit-
uents against such actions. But then I understand that coverage in other professiom 
may be in question very soon also, referring of course to the skyrocketing cost 
and in some cases, nonavailability-~ of medical malpractice insurance. 

LIABILITY CRISIS 
Probably no single cr1s1s ever has generated so much concern in the health care 
field as that involving professional liability insurance. This is something that 
affects virtually every physician throughout the country and, unless resolved, may 
have a dramatic impact. 

Several proposals mandating a national solution to this dilel'Mla -- either using a no-fault approach, requi·ring state arbitration of claims, or establishing a Federal 
Reinsurance fund -- have been introduced in the Senate, with hearings have taken 
place over the last two weeks. But the feelinq by most, I think and I include 
myself -- is that the problem may best be solved through changes in the respective 
state laws, without Federal interference. 

FLORIDA EXAMPLE 
A good example of the action which can be taken to remedy this situation is presente( right here in your own State, where the Legislatu~e is working on various measures 
ranging from revision in the Statute of Limitations to creation of a mediation panel. While I do not necessarily advocate the type of pressure brought about by 
threatened walkouts or strikes -- as has occurred in Dade County -- I do believe 
the profession itself can do a great deal to bring about a solution to the problem. 
These efforts can include support of a joint underwriting plan and can even extend 
to creation of doctor-controlled self-insurance companies. But regardless of the 
method, it seems to me that physicians -- through joint society resolve -- have 
demonstrated their willingness and ability to respond to similar crises facing their 
profession before, and I have every reason to believe they can do it again in this 
instance. 

STRENGTH THROUGH ASSOCIATION 

What it takes, of course, is unification of purpose and determination to succeed 
using the strength of association. That in fact, has been the principal factor 
contributing to the obvious achievements of your Committee in the past -- both 
medically and politically. 

It is no secret that you have one of the most active and effective "PAC" groups in 
the Nation, and I can offer you nothinq but encouragement as .vou pursue the goals which will enhance the status of your profession. Too often, your efforts as 
individual physicians to improve the quality of life for all of us go unheralded. 
but together you have demonstrated what can be accomplished and recognized. 
Elihu Root once propounded that "in modern times it is only by the power of assoc-
iation that men of any calling exercise their due influence in the community." I 
submit that as your own challenge today. 
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I don't believe I can overstress the importance of this. The effectiveness of 
political action groups has already been well-demonstrated, unfortunately most 
always, by groups which seek different legislative and political objectives from 
your own. 

Take organized labor's political activity as an example. Its success has been, 
to say the least~ impressive, But that success is not owing to the unerring 
rightness of the stands labor takes. · 

THO INGREDIENTS 

Labor has achieved the goals it works for by the exercise of· nothing more novel 
than good old hard work mixed with a fair share of political savvy. 

Neither of these qualities is unknown among this qroup. And indeed, FLAMPAC has 
a rather impressive record of its own in politica·laction, a record not shared 
as widely as it could be however, around the country. 

HOUR IS LAT.E 

He, all of us who don't think its proper for qovernment to control medicine -- or 
much else for that matter -- have to wake up· before it's too late and get together 
and go to work. 

And we have to do it in full knowledge that the job will probably get harder, not 
easier, in the next few years. · 

I don't want the Federal government funding iny re-election campaign six years from 
now. There must be a better way to reduce the costs of campaigning than that. But 
it is possible that we'll have public financing by then, whether I want it or not. 
And if we do, it won't hamstring 1 abor. If anything, it wi 11 free them to do even 
more to help elect their candidates by allowing them to do less of the out-and-out 
political work they have been doinq "voluntarily" in the past and more than ever 
before of the propagandizing they do so well. 

l,3ut, I know, the numbers are against us. There are too many of "them," not enough 
of "us," and so there's no point in trying. · 

I have heard the arguments. As a man whose own polls had him losing by more than 
ten percentage points a month before the last election, though, I don't buy them. 

He don't have to just fight trends. He can reverse them. And there are two factors 
which will work strongly in your favor. 

First, the American people haven't basically changed. They are still committed, 
and this committment grows stronger every day, to having a qovernment which leaves 
them alone as much as possible, to make their own livings, spend their own money 
and pay their own bills to educate their children, live their own lives and yes, 
choose their own doctors. · 

What I am saying is that they are your natural allies, whether that has dawned on 
them yet or not. 

And secondly, because you are what you are, you corrmand respect and more importantly 
you instill confidence. As the credibility of others, businessmen, journalists, 
politicians, declines, that of doctors remains high. 

That ensures that when you talk~ you will be listened to. So please, whatever else 
you may decide to do or not to do, keep on talking. 
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